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“When we all conform to the ‘majority rules,’ we are leaving behind the richness of the diversity we have to offer the people in the organization.”

Do we need to learn to play the game "the majority rules" play? If we choose not to play the game are we going to be left out of the decision-making process?

Some people look different, and some do not look different but in essence are different. These people are found in all organizations, and find it difficult to survive in the predominantly White institutions where the majority rules. In this presentation, we will explore some of these issues through a series of examples that will demonstrate how cultural differences of color and gender play out in an institution. Issues to be covered:

- What does an organization that is supportive of diversity look like?
- What to do when your institution is in diversity denial.
- Walking the talk: how fast and how far?

As the outreach component of the land-grant university system, Cooperative Extension is an area where the "majority rule" takes place. Extension is often the only contact many people have with the university and, too often, judgments are made about the institution based on this contact. When the contact is positive, the university is viewed as being inclusive, and questions of diversity denial are few. However, many times because of the "majority rules," women and people of color do not feel included in the university. With the majority of Cooperative Extension employees in Colorado and the United States being of the "majority rules," the perception in the community is not inclusive to women and people of color. Therefore, the culture of Cooperative Extension is reflected in the attitudes, behaviors, and unspoken norms of this majority. With this in mind, we will examine Cooperative Extension as a component of the university system that is overlooked as a barrier to recruit and retain people from diverse backgrounds.

When the people that work together in an institution are men and women that grow up in different cultures, there are attitudes, behaviors, and skills that we need to learn in order to respect these differences. Whatever cultural or gender background we come from, we all bring important aspects to our organizations. When we all conform to the majority rule, we are leaving behind the richness of the diversity we can offer to the people in the organization. We don't want people to leave the richness of their diversity hidden in order to feel a part of the institution, its programs, and its classes. Nor do we want to be part of an organization that is in diversity denial: systematically denying the commitment to diversity by saying all the right things but acting on none.

Cooperative Extension lacks cultural diversity from people of color and is also
challenged for gender equality. With the majority of top administrative positions being held by White males, people of color and women need to learn new strategies to deal with diversity denial in these organizations. As people of color and women work together in teams with the "majority rules" to deal with complex societal issues, different life experience and cultural backgrounds can become a distracting source of misunderstanding and mistrust. People of color and women need to understand how issues are discussed and decisions are made (how to play the game), without having to compromise their cultural selves.
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